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V a l u e  c r e a t i n g  r e a d i n g  f o r  b u s i n e s s  p r o f e s s i o n a l s

 Sunday morning in... 
Sunday morning in South London back from Zurich with a nice empty week in front of me and then off to Cairo 
next Saturday for the week and then back to London.

First up some sad news.  Levi Stubbs died this week.  He was my favourite soul singer of all time and if you’re a 
baby boomer like me then you’ll know the words to all those old Four Tops records.  That’s the soundtrack to your 
growing up. Check out this link:
http://uk.youtube.com/watch?v=3FJ5e6cAEzw
Let me say this...if the angels sing in Heaven then this week they’re lined up behind Levi doing their spins and 
dips while he belts out Sugar Pie Honey Bunch.  Believe me...it’s true.

Went into my local South London pub this week and bought two beers...it cost £7.  Can you believe that...In Cape 
Town it’d be less than £2 with enough spare for some crisps.  How can the UK be 3.5 times more expensive than 
South Africa...well it can be because my newspaper, the Independent, cost me £1 and the Cape Times costs 30p.  
What a rip off.

Watched England win again...4/4 for the World Cup.  Let’s hope they get drawn in a group near Cape Town.  
Could it finally be repeat time for 1966.  We live in eternal hope.  Lewis Hamilton is fast...very fast.

Back next week with three tips as usual...and hopefully better checked.  Sorry about last week’s neg tip.

 and finally... 

(10-17) 17:03 PDT Fort Lauderdale, Fla. (AP) --

An angry wife or girlfriend might not be the only thing to worry about when visiting a strip 
club. A man suing a Pompano Beach club claims a performer’s shoe flew off during a pole 
dance, shattered the mirrored ceiling and caused glass and the shoe to hit him.
The lawsuit filed in Broward County by 35-year-old Charles Privette says the Booby Trap 
breached its duty when its employee failed to perform her routine in a reasonably safe 
manner. The suit seeks at least $15,000 in damages.
Privette’s attorney says his client suffered a small cut to his eyebrow, headaches and nose 
bleeds because of the Jan. 14 pole dance. Booby Trap general manager George Gettinger 
acknowledges paramedics were called but said injuries were minor.
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Se arch ing f or Va lue

 A picture is worth a thousand words...

 This week we used, read, visited, played with....
Enjoyed a visit to a real bookshop this week...Waterstones.  Exclusive try to do the job in South Africa but they’re 
not really in the same league.
Bought a copy of Jupiters Travels by Ted Simon.  I’ve read it before but mislaid the copy and it’s time to read it 
again.  This is one of the great travel books of all time and a great read.  Also bought the Charley Boorman book, 
By all means.  It reminds me of the Kingsley Holgate books...nice production values and the same can be said for 
the new Stephen Fry book on the USA.  I like books on good paper that are worth keeping.
I’m in the market for a Wii.  I’m not sure whether to buy it in London or in Cape Town but I’ll enjoy the games.  Any 
Wii owners in the network might like to recommend some good games or add ons.  I’d be grateful.

Sugarpie honeybunch
You know that I love you
I can't help myself
I love you and nobody else
In and out my life
You come and you go
Leaving just your picture behind
And I kissed it a thousand times
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Red negotiators
I saw a negotiation on video this week where a Red negotiator went for the 
throat of the other side and killed the deal dead in the first two minutes.

The other negotiator stayed in the room because it was being videoed but in 
reality they’d have been out the door very fast.

Red negotiators are great people to have on your team when you need 
competitiveness and ambition and a desire to get the deal done.  When this is 
taken too far you can see that they become antagonistic and abrasive.

This is the perfect example of an Overdone Strength.  The Red nature of the 
negotiator...which can be a real strength...was taken too far and it became a 
real source of weakness.

I like the concept of the Overdone Strength.  It tells us where we’re likely to be 
strong but it also tells us where we have areas of potential weakness.

There’s an Inventory to check Overdone Strengths.  It’s a powerful tool.
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Buyers who sell
I worked with a team of buyers this week and found myself telling them many 
times that in fact they were the ones doing the selling.  They were selling their 
attractiveness as customers.

It should be fairly obvious to buyers that the better they’re regarded by the 
supplier then the better the deal they’ll get.  Quite often it’s the selling skills of 
the buyer that will determine the quality of the sales transaction.

Buyers should be aware that sellers always have discretion and they’ll choose 
to exercise that discretion dependent on the state of the relationship with the 
customer.

Buyers shouldn’t assume that they are always very attractive.  I’ve had some 
customers over the years who were a real pain and very quickly became ex-
customers.

Don’t let that happen to you...buyer beware.
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Prices and religion
You know by now that these tips are about commercial negotiations and that’s 
where we spend most of our time...doing deals as buyers and sellers.

I worked with some people this week who gave prices in a deal an almost 
religious significance...and I had to tell them that it ain’t like that.

Telling the other party...”We never accept price rises...” or “We must have at 
least a 10% price rise...”  misunderstands the point.

Prices are just one element of the deal and quite frankly not much more 
important that any of the other variables that are found in negotiations.

Remember...although a price seems to be so important...it’s just dollars and 
cents.  It has little other significance.  You can readily trade off a price rise with 
appropriate...and hopefully improved terms.

As you’ve heard me say....a dollar of payment terms spends just as well as a 
dollar of price.  Price is important...for sure...but it’s not that important.


